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Notes for Historians 
HISTORY—at all events Sainsbury 
history—has certainly been made since 
the appearance of our last issue and on 
this to some extent can be blamed the 
rather late arrival of the current number. 

First and foremost entry in the annals 
was of course the opening of 9/11 
London Road, Croydon, as a self-
service establishment on 26th June. 

Not merely among members of our 
own staff have the numbers '9/11 ' been 
a magic password for many weeks 
now, but also in many other firms as 
well—to our suppliers of both edible 
and non-edible commodities — from 
Pickles to Plastics as it were, the symbol 
'9/11 ' has been practically a password 
to panic. 

There is no truth in the rumour that 
certain of those nearest to the seat of 
the storm turned grey overnight but 
there were undoubted signs of relief 
when the shutters rolled up on the 
Monday after that never-to-be-for
gotten weekend, and the first customer 
(we believe Mrs. Fowler) took the first 
basket, and then the first tin, so launch
ing a new era. Nobody, unfortunately, 
thought of swinging a bottle of cham
pagne from the blind-arm. 

However, and in all seriousness, 
it is without doubt a great success and 
will, we are sure, continue to be so. 

We certainly do not pretend that we 
know all the answers—nor yet even all 
the questions, but we are learning fast. 

One most amusing remark was 
addressed to one of our Superintendents 
who was looking around a newly-
opened self-service store of one of our 
competitors (who shall be nameless). 
On passing an approving comment to 
the Manager of this store he was rather 
shaken by the rejoinder " Oh yes, but 
have you seen Sainsbury's at Croydon ?" 
He promised to go there forthwith ! 

Somewhat overshadowed by the 
events at Croydon was the opening of 
an additional shop at Cank Street, 
Leicester. Those who know the size of 
our premises in Cheapside will appreciate 
what a boon to shoppers and staff alike 
is this additional " elbow " room. 

Photographs of the new shop can be 
found on page 31. 

As we go to Press we also record the 
purchase by the Firm of the Butcher's 
business of Mr. George Hyde whose 
premises adjoined ours at Purley. Here 
again the additional accommodation 
will be greatly welcomed. The Works 
and Engineers once more worked 
miracles, this time completing a trans
formation scene over the August Bank 
Holiday. 



General view from the front of the new shop 

sample 
SELF - SERVICE 

We are again indebted to Mr. F. W. Salisbury 
for having found time to write this article 
and we feel we should mention that he was to 
a very great extent that inspiring genius 
behind " Operation S/S." With all humility we 
should like to offer him our congratulations 
on the success of this great experiment. 



I SUPPOSE one should go back to 
the beginning and, so far as J.S. is 
concerned, self-service sprang from a 
visit which Mr. Alan and I paid to 
America in March, 1949. For the 
previous ten years there had been so 
little opportunity for developments or 
improvements of any kind, that it was 
felt advisable to see how food was 
handled abroad. We came to the con
clusion that up to the outbreak of war, 
America had had very little to show us 
in the sphere of retail food distribution 
but in the last decade they had cer
tainly far outstripped us in many 
directions, particularly in packaging, 
refrigeration, self-service and the estab
lishment of the super-market. We found 
that the latest super-markets were most 
pleasant places in which to shop and 
the food was handled in a very cleanly 
manner. 

The interest of the Ministry of Food 
in self-service was evidenced by an 
offer of up to a hundred building 
licences to facilitate the structural 
adaptations of existing shops to self-

service. At the time arrangements were 
made for the allocation of these licences 
amongst the applicants, but it so 
happened that this was unnecessary and 
I believe only some sixty or seventy 
applications were made. I understand, 
however, that there are now several 
hundred self-service shops in the coun
try, many of which are small and the 
change-over of which did not involve 
the necessity for a building licence. In 
our particular case it was felt that the 
greatest available floor area was neces
sary, and, accordingly, the choice for 
our experimental conversion fell upon 
9/11, London Road, West Croydon. 
This shop, incidentally, was the firm's 
first suburban branch. 

Having decided upon an experimental 
self-service store, it was felt that a 
suitable opportunity was perhaps 
afforded for raising the standard of 
food handling. Mr. Hall and Mr. 
Parker of the Engineering and Building 
Development Departments respectively 
were in close liaison throughout, to
gether with Mr. L. J. Phillips who, it 

The preserves gondola on the opening day. 
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may be recalled, was seconded for this 
purpose from his duties as District 
Supervisor in the South-eastern area. 
Initially, the immediate supervision of 
the building operations was in the hands 
of Mr. S. H. Tanner until, with the 
establishment of the Building Develop
ment Department, he was released to 
become Manager of the Works Depart
ment. At that stage his place at 
Croydon was taken by Mr. R. Linliekl, 
son of our Manager at Porchcster Road, 
W., who has followed in one of his 
father's footsteps in coming to J.S. 
and is now well through his Surveyor's 
institute examinations. He was, of 
course, closely supported throughout 
by Mr. Parker who, in common with 
the others whose names have been 
mentioned, spent many strenuous late 
nights and week-ends during the more 
ticklish stages of the work at Croydon, 
The hand and mind of Mr. Hall 
show themselves in such directions 
as the refrigerated cabinets, lighting 
fittings, conveyor belt . . . one could go 
on almost indefinitely, and it is interest
ing to note that the Patent Office has 
been brought into the picture in this 
connection. 

Both ground floor and basement at 
9/11 have a frontage of 40 ft. and a 
a depth approaching 100 ft. with the 
added advantage that the rear access 
road comes in at basement level. In 
point of fact. No. 11 shop was opened 
in 1882 and our founder was then 
strongly criticized for equipping the 
premises with tiled walls and floor and 
marble counter tops ; such extrava
gance obviously spelt ruin. The original 
floor tiles were laid on top of a wooden 
floor and all these materials lasted until 
the Works Department started opera
tions a year ago, a striking testimony 
to the quality and workmanship which 
went into the first luxury food shop, 
it so happened that the wooden floor 
was fast approaching a dangerous 
condition and there was no difficulty in 
getting it condemned, so that irrespec
tive of any self-service conversion, re

placement would have been necessary. 
No. 9 shop accommodated the bacon 

and fresh meat departments and the 
cold store and cutting-room were be
hind that shop at ground floor level. 
The first stage of the alteration, there
fore, consisted in building a new meat 
cold store in the basement and fixing 
two staircases between the front of the 
shop and the basements. These stair
cases, which have now become per
manent, facilitated the feeding of 
the shop with goods whilst much ol the 
back premises was in the hands of the 
builders. One basement, incidental!), 
was a forest of stanchions, and the 
ol her intersected at frequent intervals 
by a number of transverse walls, but the 
installation of new shop floors, to which 
reference will be made later, permitted 
the removal of these obstructions. 

Another big job was the removal in 
stages of the 90 ft. or sc of wall between 
tiie two shops with the consequent 
shoring up of the three floors of 
"domestic accommodation above. In 
the course of this operation, inci
dentally, it was revealed that a 
mysterious someone on a date unknown 
had let a gutter into the brickwork of 
the building across its entire width 
immediately above the blind-box, weak
ening the structure to such an extent 
that with the disturbance going on 
inside the building, it was for a short 
period " touch and go "" as to whether 
the house suddenly found itself in the 
street below. 

The complete renewal of one shop 
floor and the removal of the obstructing 
wall, revealed the fact that there were 
not many years of life left in the con
crete floor of the other shop where there 
was evidence of chemical action upon 
the steelwork. There was another good 
reason for the removal of this floor, 
viz., that it was built on a slope rising 
several inches from front to back and 
had, of course, to be brought level with 
the other half of what was now to be 
one large shop. The levelling of this 
floor, however, reduced the headroom 
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A battery of low-temperature cabinets. 

Biscuit weighing in the preparation room. 
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Cooked meats and bacon preparation. 

in the basement to such an extent as 
to necessitate lowering the basement 
floor and this in turn got us involved 
with the drains and, what was perhaps 
even worse, our neighbour's drains. 
Rather than attempt to lower the floor 
of the rear portion of the basement 
where the male staff sanitary block was 
situated this was transferred to a com
pletely new position, thus enabling us 
to introduce considerable natural light 
and air directly into the basement, a 
most desirable feature in view of the 
increased amount of work which was 
obviously going to be carried out there 
in the future. 

The removal of the meat cold store 
and cutting-room from the shop floor 
to the basement as a second stage en
abled us to throw this additional space 
into the shop during the course of the 
alterations and, as a result, the cus
tomers were not inconvenienced to the 
same extent as would have been the 
case had we had no spare room to play 

with. The public in fact entered into 
the spirit of the thing in a most en
couraging way ; the departments were 
constantly being shifted and customers 
arriving on a Monday morning seemed 
to take it for granted that there had 
been yet another re-arrangement during 
the week-end and treated the finding 
of the departments in their new positions 
as a sort of " hunt-the-slipper " game. 
This state of affairs was in no small 
measure due to the patience and per
sonality of the Manager, Mr. F. T. 
Fowler who maintained an atmos
phere of complete happiness and good
will on all sides from beginning to 
end. It might be said that there were 
two teams, the branch staff (sub
sequently dubbed " the workers ") and 
the building staff (by contrast, " the 
wreckers"). Inevitably they got in 
each other's path. It can be very 
irritating to find a painter or a joiner 
in the way every time one tries to carry 
some goods through a particular door-
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One of the first customers " Checking out." 
way and it can be equally irritating to 
be trying to fix or to paint a door when 
people are constantly carrying goods 
through it, but there was a complete 
lack of friction. Everybody worked with 
a will and there can surely never have 
been a job in which there was a better 
spirit and better temper. 

The housekeeper, Mrs. Isaacs, and 
the maid, Mary, soon became firm fav
ourites with the " wreckers," as also did 
the manager, upon whom they con
ferred the honorary title of "colonel". 

The only outside contractors involved 
in the building were concerned with 
tiling ; the poor tile fixers had to do a 
very big job—walls and floor of both 
shop and basement are tiled through
out—in penny numbers and it is a great 
tribute to the standard of workmanship 
that when all these pieces were finally 
linked up the patterns fitted exactly. 

At times one could stand in the base
ment and look upwards right through 
what had been the shop directly into 

the dining-room. The customers, of 
course, were protected and quite safe 
but I do not think they knew quite 
how near the edge of the hole they 
were at times. 

Eventually a stage was reached when 
it was possible to commence the instal
lation of equipment. At this time we 
were sadly affected by the cement famine 
which was then at its worst and the 
job almost came to a stand-still. The 
new shop came into view stage by stage 
and a fortnight before the date fixed 
for the change-over, its full extent was 
available for use. Much remained to be 
completed in the basement in which the 
bigger proportion of the work had been 
concentrated throughout. There were 
one or two serious and unexpected 
delays in the final stages of the equip
ment of the basement where we were, 
unavoidably perhaps, let down by 
contractors. As a result, instead of hav
ing a peaceful final change-over the last 
week was a real nightmare, goods and 
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equipment being pumped into the shop 
by the van-load, with builders' plant, 
refuse and obsolete branch gear going 
out. Yes, a nightmare, but the ful
filment of our dream was not far off. 
After a long and arduous week-end, with 
the first van at 6 a.m. on the opening 
Monday, everything was ready for our 
first taste of self-service. At 8.30 a.m. 
the shutters went up and in walked the 
queue of one who obviously was deter
mined to perform the launching cere
mony. 

I think it can be said at once that at 
any rate from the customers1 point 
of view, everything went well and from 
our angle, the experience of recent 
weeks has been distinctly encouraging. 

In general much, and perhaps too 
much, emphasis has been laid on self-
service as a cheapened form of dis
tribution. This aspect is very open to 
question, particularly having regard to 
the additional packaging costs which are 
involved, but the necessity of pre
packaging everything before sale does 
make for cleanliness and, in addition, 
there are no queues. To the customer 
then, self-service is clean and quick, 
two very considerable attractions to
day. The complete stock of goods is 
exposed for the customers' inspection 
and they do not have to ask repeatedly 
whether certain lines are now available 
and so on. They can take time in 
examining and comparing goods, or 
they can shop at speed, according to 
wish. At Croydon, personal contact 
is happily maintained in great measure 
for rationed goods arc served in the 
traditional manner from counters which 
run the length of either wall of the 
shop, but at which no money is taken, 
the customer merely making one pay
ment at the check-out for everything 
she has purchased during her visit. 

There is quite a range of refrigerated 
open-top display cabinets in which are 
shown trussed poultry, sausages, cooked 
meats, weighed-up butter and mar
garine, deep frozen goods and so on, 

whilst groceries, canned goods, toma
toes and cucumbers are displayed on 
those lengths of shelving which have 
come to be known as " gondolas."' It 
was, of course, much quicker to install 
portable pre-fabricated counters than 
to erect brick and tiled counters and 
the portable counters, as a matter 
of interest, carry a bag rail for cus
tomers' convenience. 

Wall tiling and lighting are similar to 
those at Selsdon. with the addition of 
spot lights for picking up feature 
displays on the ends of the gondolas. 

There arc four staircases connecting 
the two floors and this, of course, en
ables departments to be fed with a 
minimum of movement. In addition, 
there is a conveyer belt running the 
length of one basement wall which 
carries goods on metal " pallets " to 
the floor above. The belt lands in an 
enclosure formed by a screen of Ancona 
walnut which balances the office screen 
on the other side of the shop. 

All unpacking, of course, is carried 
out in the basement and there is much 
work involved in cleaning, wrapping 
and weighing, quite apart from the fact 
that every item has to have a price label 
attached. 

Customers, after having made their 
purchases, leave the shop by one of 
five exit lanes known as " check-outs." 
each one of which carries a cash register 
issuing an itemized receipt which the 
customer is able to compare with the 
prices shown on the various packages. 
We are fortunate in having a very 
competent team of cashiers on these 
check-outs. Their original training 
was carried out by the National Cash 
Register Company and subsequently 
they practised under the direction of 
Mr. S. C. Cox, (Assistant Manager), 
who must derive considerable satis
faction from the high standard since 
reached by his " crew." 

The question of any further expan
sion of trade presents no great problem 
so far as the shop is concerned for the 
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Another gondola—-flour and breakfast foods. 

The conveyor belt from basement to service room. 



public apparently can be relied upon to 
collect their requirements with con
siderable rapidity at busy periods. 
Quite another problem, however, arises 
behind—or below—the scenes for here 
much work has to be carried out 
on many of the items stocked, in con
trast to the customer's simple actions 
of picking up and placing in the wire 
basket. 

For the whole 80 years of its existence, 
the firm has been improving and evolv
ing. Suddenly, I think it can be said, 
we have switched from evolution to 
revolution and with self-service our 
experience is so comparatively slight 
that we have almost everything to learn 
thus we must now apply ourselves assi
duously to our new lessons in which the 
public, directly or indirectly, will as 
ever be the teachers. I think it can be 
said that the conditions at Croydon are 
pleasant for customers and staff alike ; 
even so, we can and must improve upon 
them in any new ventures. Meanwhile, 

there is the more difficult task of apply
ing our experience to existing branches 
for much of what we have learned at 
Croydon can be of use elsewhere, self-
service or no. 

To mark the end of the beginning of 
self-service, a happy evening was spent 
at the Cafe Royal, Croydon, on Wed
nesday 12th, July, when a hundred 
members of the staff approximately 
equally divided between those who had 
worked in the branch and the " demo
lition squad," sat down to a dinner 
and entertainment. The General-Man
agers were present, speeches were kept 
to a minimum and, as ever, " a happy 
time was had by all. " Mr. Fowler 
took the opportunity of paying tribute 
to all those who had worked with him 
and under him ; additional point was 
added to the function by Mr. Fowler's 
approaching retirement which was 
due at the end of June but which, 
in view of the change-over, had been 
postponed for a few months. 

A general view of the basement preparation floor. 

Note the muslin-walled butter weighing room. 



Do you play ? TENNIS 
by F. H. D. Wilde, Tennis coach to the Griffin. 

As a partner to F. J. Perry the writer won the Slazenger Professional 
Championship this year. 

IN writing this short article for begin
ners I propose to arrange it in various 
sections for simplicity, and I hope it 
will enable those just starting on the 
road to Wimbledon to get there a 
little earlier. I am assuming throughout 
that I am dealing with a right-handed 
player. 

Equipment. The main theme running 
through one's choice of equipment 
must be comfort, as one cannot be 
expected to produce one's best on the 
tennis court if one is uncomfortable. 
As to choice of racquet one must neces
sarily take considerable care here as 
the cost of racquets must make one 
use their racquet for as long as is 
possible. The main fault I have noticed 
in players' choice of racquets is that 
the handle is invariably too small. The 
correct sized handle to my way of think
ing is one that will allow the tips of the 
thumb and index finger to just meet 

when placed round the handle, thus 
when the racquet is gripped for the 
forehand (as illustrated) the thumb, 
index finger and second finger all meet 
comfortably. As regards weight the 
racquet should weigh about 13| ozs. 
for ladies and 14 ozs. for men. The 
balance should be a little inclined to 
heaviness in the handle. 

Grip. In the illustration herewith I 
have shown the grip I have used for 
the forehand and backhand strokes. 
The forehand grip is arrived at by 
placing the palm of the hand with 
fingers outstretched from the strings of 
the racquet, drawing the hand down 
the handle and gripping at the end. 
This grip is known as the Eastern grip, 
and is generally the most popular grip 
used at the present time. For the back
hand the reader will notice that the 
thumb is placed up the back of the 
handle, and to get the thumb in this 
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position the racquet will have to be 
turned in the hand approximately a 
quarter of a turn. Care must be taken 
to ensure that the knuckles run diagon
ally across the racquet handle. For the 
service the forehand grip must not be 
used, and most players favour the 
Chopper grip for this stroke, here the 
racquet as the name implies is held 
as a chopper. When volleying most 
players use the ordinary backhand grip 
for the backhand volley, and the 
service grip for the forehand volley. 

Strokes.—The Service. Here the 
player has everything in his power to 
either serve ace or force a weak reply 
from his opponent, as he can put the 
ball exactly where he himself wants it, 
and hit it just as he likes yet how often 
does one see players using this golden 
opportunity of winning the point 
merely as a means of " letting battle 
commence." In serving one should aim 
at serving a fast flat hit first service 
and a top spin second ball if needed. 
For both services the swing is the same 
with a slight alteration owing to the 
position from which the ball is hit in 
first and second deliveries. To deal 
with the flat hit service first, here the 

player takes up his position fairly near 
the centre mark on the base line with 
his left foot placed about an inch 
behind the line and his toes pointing 
roughly in the intended direction of the 
ball. The right foot is placed comfort
ably behind the left as in illustration. 
The closer together one can put one's 
feet and still stand comfortably, the 
better, as this will ensure that the 
player's weight is put into the service. 
Having taken up one's correct and 
comfortable position the next problem 
is to get the ball into the air in" the 
correct spot. The spot at which one 
should hit the ball is slightly to the 

right of, and in front of the right 
shoulder if one were standing with 
one's toes touching the base line. This 
position will allow one to hit the ball 
with all one's weight behind the stroke. 
To get the ball to the required spot the 
best method is to carry the ball up as 
far as possible in the hand and put it 
the rest of its journey. The ball throw 
is a most essential part of any service, 
and to get the best out of one's deliveries 
the ball must be put into the right place 
every time. As it is easier for the novice 
to hit the ball when it has fallen slightly 
the ball should be put into the air suffi
ciently high to allow it to drop approxi
mately 18 inches before being struck 



The Backhand 

by the player at the highest possible 
point he can. In the illustration you 
will see that the ball is being hit as high 
in the air as I can reach still keeping 
contact with the ground with that left 
foot, thus avoiding one of the foot 
faults. Having hit the ball the server's 
right leg should swing through and 
finish up about a pace forward over 
the base line. If the ball has been 
thrown to the correct place and hit 
correctly, the player should auto
matically follow up directly along the 

- — „ , 

line of flight of the ball. In the top 
spin second service, as I have said 
before, everything is the same as regards 
position on the court, stance, and 
swing, the only difference being that 
here the ball is thrown so that if not 
hit it would fall about six inches behind 
the centre cf the server's back. In this 
service one does not hit through the 
ball but one endeavours to pass the 
strings of the racquet sharply up the 
back of the ball, thus imparting the 
necessary top spin. The swing generally 
used for all services is the Indian Club 
swing, but whatever swing one uses 
the essential thing is that it should never 
be allowed to pause or stop. 

The Forehand. For this stroke, 
which is generally regarded as the basis 
of any player's game, the racquet 
should be gripped as in the illustration 

and the feet are positioned also as 
illustrated. Here as in all strokes the 
most important factor is that the player 
must be well balanced and as steady as 
possible on his feet when playing the 
stroke, and to this end he must whenever 
possible attempt to get his feet to the 
correct position, i.e., the left or front 
foot roughly parallel with the net, and 
the right or back foot roughly parallel 
with the front foot, and comfoitably 
placed behind it. The player should 
attempt to get his feet into such a 
position as will enable him to play the 
ball when it is on the top of its bounce, 
on a line with the front foot and at 
such a distance from it as will enable 
the player to hit the ball at a comfort
able distance away from his body, 
keeping the racquet head up or at the 
worst with the racquet handle parallel 
with the ground. The shot must be 
played at the side of his body, and as 
with all other strokes the back swing, 
hitting and follow-through of the 
racquet must be continuous. The 
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swing generally used is as follows.: 
the racquet is taken back slightly 
upwards, dropped on to the level at 
which the ball is to be hit and swept 
through on the same plane for the 
follow through. 

The Backhand, For this stroke, which 
is generally most feared by beginners, 
the racquet is gripped as in the illus
tration with the thumb up the back of 
the handle and the ball is played exactly 
as for the forehand, but in reverse, 
i.e., the right foot is placed in position 
as in the illustration, the left foot behind 
it and again the racquet is swung 
slightly up and backwards, dropped on to 
the level at which the ball is to be hit and 
swung through for the follow through. 

The Volley. Here the main thing to 
consider is one's position and balance. 
It is true to say that the nearer one can 
get to the net the more one is able to 
cover and the easier the volleys will 
become as the ball is invariably higher 
in the air nearest the net. For this 
stroke one's feet are not so important 
as long as the player keeps well balan
ced, and on his toes. One should always 
try to hit one's volleys down and to 
this end one must keep the racquet 
head well up. The swing here should 
be as short as possible, as time will not 
allow an elaborate swing when volleying. 
When at the net the player should stand 
prepared for a backhand volley, as it is 
usually easier for the beginner to change 
to the forehand grip quickly, rather 
than vice versa. 

The Smash. The player should 
always attempt to smash in just the 
same way as he or she serves, positioning 
oneself so that the ball will drop to the 
spot at which one would hit it when 
serving. As with volleys always try to 
hit the ball deep, i.e. near the opponents' 
base line, in order to keep them on the 
defensive. 

General. Throughout all the strokes 
as outlined above the essential thing is 
that the player must keep his or her 
eye on the ball continually. 

F. H. D. WILDE. 



The Market in Tudor Times. 

London Markets 
No. 4 EASTCHEAP 

GOOD MORNING ! Last time we 
met you will remember we parted com
pany after visiting Leadenhall Market. 
To-day perhaps you would like to 
stroll round and about Eastcheap 
which is situated only a few hundred 
yards further south. Here, as you may 
know, we shall be treading ground 
whose history stretches back through 
the annals of time and is rooted deep 
in the days of the Saxons. In fact the 
* cheap ' in Eastcheap and Cheapside, 
formerly known as Westcheap, comes 
from the saxon verb ceap, meaning to 
sell. 

In his "London Lakpenny," John 
Lydgate paints in vivid colour a picture 
of 15th Century London life—-

"Then I hyed me into Estcheape ; 
One cryes Rybbs of befe, and many 

apye; 
Pewter potts they cluttered on a 

heape, 
There was harpe, pype, and 

mynstrelsye ! 
Yea'by cock ! Nay by cock ! Some 

began crye, 

Some sang of Jenken and Julyan for 
their mede ; 

But for lack of mony I myght not 
spede." 

So you see, even then we poor plebe
ians felt the pinch of the pocket! In 
those far off halcyon days when London 
Town comprised what we to-day know 
as the City, when the cry of the appren
tices daily selling their wares perpetually 
rent the air, when all gates in the pro
tective wall were made fast at sunset, 
then Eastcheap was known as the home 
of the cooks and the butchers. It is to 
these traders that Lydgate's rhyme 
refers. 

To-day, however, it is known world 
wide as the home of the wholesale trade 
in grocery and canned goods. When 
Eastcheap is talked about it is often 
meant to convey not only the road 
which bears that name but the whole 
district which surrounds it. But let us 
get along there and we shall be able to 
see for ourselves. 

To-day we can start out from Stam
ford House as we did on our last trip. 
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First we must cross Blackfriars Bridge 
but this time our quickest route will be 
to pop down on to the tube and take 
an eastbound train to the Monument 
station. Do you recall that when on 
our way to Smithfield as we were 
crossing the bridge, I remarked that it 
was built in the year our firm was 
founded—1869 ? After the party broke 
up one of our number questioned the 
accuracy of the date, for he said he 
could remember the bridge being built 
and that could not be 1869 for he 
certainly wasn't all that old ; he thought 
the more probable date was around 
1910. 

As we pass over the river perhaps it 
might be of interest briefly to relate the 
history of this river crossing. The 
foundation stone of the original bridge 
was laid by the then Lord Mayor of 
London on the 31st October, 1760. The 
bridge was first used by the public on 
the 29th November, 1769—it was 995 
feet long—had a 28 feet roadway—and 
two 7 feet pathways. It cost £153,000 

to build—a cheap job by present day 
standards. In 1850 the foundations 
were found to be defective and some 
first aid work was attempted to stop the 
subsidence, but in 1863 the old bridge 
was pulled down and replaced by a 
temporary structure. The foundation 
stone of the present bridge was laid 
by the Lord Mayor on the 20th July, 
1865, the bridge being ceremoniously 
opened by Queen Victoria on the 6th 
November, 1869, just about a hundred 
years after the original event. The 
cost of this new bridge was £350,000 and 
at that time it was 80 feet across, its 
width being subsequently increased 
between 1907 and 1910 to 110 feet so 
as to provide additional space for the 
L.C.C. tramways which were then 
extended from South London across the 
bridge and along the Victoria Embank
ment. It was no doubt this widening that 
our friend can remember taking place. 

Well, here is the station—down the 
steps, a l |d. ticket and we soon arrive 
at the Monument station. As we 

A Merchant with whom we have longstanding associations. 



come up the steps into Fish Street 
Hill our gaze is arrested by the Monu
ment a multifluted doric column over 
200 feet high built in 1671-7 to per
petuate the memory of the catastrophic 
fire of 1666. As is well known it started 
in Pudding Lane, a narrow turning 
running parallel to Fish Street Hill and 
joining Lower Thames Street to East-
cheap. Turning to our left hand as we 
leave the station we now march a 
few steps sharply up the hill and find 
ourselves at the western extremity of 
Eastcheap itself. The road of that 
name runs eastwards from where we 
stand at the junction of Cannon Street 
King William Street and Gracechurch 
Street, right in the heart of the throbbing 
City, to Great Tower Street, which 
continuing the same way soon reaches 
the moat of the Tower, that ancient 
edifice whose history is indelibly stained 
by the blood of many and which has 
served amongst other things as prison, 
royal palace, and custodian of the 
Crown jewels 

The realm of the wholesale grocer— 
a generic term including importer, 
broker and merchant — is roughly 
bounded on the west by the spot where 
we now stand ; on the east by Mark 
Lane (originally Mart Lane) ; on the 
north by Fenchurch Street and on the 
south by Lower Thames Street where 
the effluvia eloquently announce the 
boundary of Billingsgate Fish Market. 

In contrast to the other London 
Markets we have previously looked 
upon, there is in Eastcheap no wide 
span covered by a conglomeration of 
shops or stalls. The market is really 
the streets themselves and a wide
spread , network of offices large and 
small. It is essentially a market of 
contrast, from the little one-roomed 
office of the tiniest Importer to the 
palatial colossus known as Plantation 
House, beneath whose roof some 300 
different companies go about their 
daily business. This gigantic building 
has entrances in Fenchurch Street, 
Rood Lane and Mincing Lane, and is, 

Plantation House from Fenchurch Street. 

I believe the second largest building in 
the city. In addition to its connections 
with the grocery trade it also houses 
the London Rubber Exchange. 

Mincing Lane which runs from East-
cheap to Fenchurch Street has long 
standing associations with both the 
tea and rubber trades ; its name is 
derived from the Minehuns or Nuns of 
St. Helens who at one time owned some 
of the houses in this street. 
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The Corn Exchange is also housed 
nearby in Mark Lane whilst the London 
headquarters of International Shipping 
are largely to be found in and around 
Fenchurch Street. 

The Docks and Pool of London lie 
close at hand attended by warehouses 
and wharves of all descriptions some 
specialising in certain commodities 
others of a more general character. 

Those whose job it is to sell the pro
duce arrange for samples to be taken 
from the bulk and these are sent 
to potential buyers together with the 
current quotation. The samples 
are wrapped in stiffish coloured 
papers the exterior of which is marked 
with the merchant's name, the name of 
the commodity, the ship from whose 
holds the goods were discharged and the 
distinctive marks appearing on the 
boxes, chests or bags. 

When the samples are in our buyer's 
hands they are most carefully examined 
not only by palate, nose and eye but 

are also submitted to examination by 
our own laboratory. Purity from any 
noxious substances or adulterants is 
thus ensured. 

If we are buyers of a specific commo
dity then offers can be obtained from a 
number of merchants, brokers or im
porters. The best is as a matter of 
policy that which our buyers seek, but in 
addition they must always keep a 
weather eye open to obtaining the 
" best deal," for it is this ability which 
firmly roots—though it is not the only 
factor—our competitive prices. With
out it perhaps we might not be able to 
boast " Little by little you save a lot 
at Salisbury's." 

There is far more to the buying angle 
than this, however, for it is often neces
sary to forecast the demand for a parti
cular item well into the future. Forecast 
is a word with a classic ring about it 
and sounds very nice but it may be that 
peering into the future is a description 
closer to the truth. On occasions our 
buyers' successes in this field need no 

A general view of Eastcheap. 
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Mr. Harrison, chief grocery buyer, demonstrates a point to his assistants—Messrs. Trask, 
Grindley and Eastwood. 

advertisement—they speak, for them
selves—but as with most other markets 
it is' a truism that if one could only 
accurately guess twice right out of three 
which way the market would swing, 
one's fortune would be solidly assured. 

Market research, statistics, sound 
common sense, a nose for the market, 
a level head and a multitude of other 
panaceas have immemorially been 
quoted as " The only way " but there 
are times when any one or in fact all 
of these put together would still be 
certain to arrive at the wrong answer. 

Those of us who sell the goods 
rather than buy them will need no 
reminding of Pastry Mix, an item which 
could fitly serve as an example of our 
point. Imports were allowed by per
mission of the appropriate Ministry 
who reserved the right to vet all samples 
and who specified a maximum price of 
10/6d. per dozen packets on importa
tion. It was a good product com
prising white flour and fats which had 
already been used in the United States 
where it had been received very cor

dially. Being produced in Australia 
it would of course take some few 
weeks before it could arrive—but what 
happened ? A number of extraneous 
happenings, not the least of which 
were the communist-led dock strikes 
in the Antipodes, conspired to delay 
arrivals for around twelve months. 
When supplies did come they rolled 
along in a really full flood, whilst in 
the interim period the conditions in 
these islands had taken a decided 
change. Instead of a dearth of fats 
such as had been the case when the 
arrangements had been made originally, 
the take up of fats on the ration had 
fallen off their 100 per cent, peak 
indicating that for the first time for 
many years supply had got in front of 
demand. The rest is common know
ledge—the market slumped, and how it 
slumped ! We sold mountains of the 
mixture at 6d. a packet. Even at this 
price replacements were not particularly 
difficult to provide. 

Perhaps it is not so easy as it seemed 
after all ? 
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TEXAS 
S. W.10 

By E. STARLING of the S.S.A. Office 

IF it should ever be your luck to get an 
invitation to an American Barbecue, 
don't hesitate to accept it, but at the 
same time be prepared for a series of 
the most unusual and unexpected events. 

Take the word " Barbecue" itself. 
Until last Friday I must admit that I 
had no idea of what the word meant, 
although I had a pretty shrewd hunch 
that it couldn't possibly be used to 
describe a line of people waiting outside 
the hairdressers to have their hair 
shorn ; on the other hand, I wasn't 
sure that it couldn't have been the 
second cousin to a Samba, or maybe 
the name of the next president of Chile ; 
or one of those obscure South American 
Republics that change their presidents 
as often as their laundry ! 

Anyhow, I was all for finding out 
the hard way, so, following the strains 
of music which floated out on the 
evening air and brought many heads 
out of neighbouring windows, I saun
tered up to the entrance and gave my 
tickets to a huge brute of a man, who 
could easily have passed for Savold's 
big brother. He had one of those 
" wide open faces " and was dressed in 
traditional Western style. You could 
almost smell the pine forests and the 
other masculine odours that one comes 
to expect from such men of the range. 
Without giving me the usual 24 hours' 
notice, he slapped me on the back and 
yelled, " Welcome pard—are you a 

stranger in these heah parts ? " I 
replied, " No chum, I live just around 
the corner, but what the . . . ? " But 
he was exuding good humour all over 
the place, and waved me in the general 
direction of something that has come to 
be known as " typically English." His 
parting shot was to inquire my name. 
In no time at all he had scribbled this 
onto a white disc and affixed it to my 
lapel. This, he said, would help me 
get acquainted with the rest of the 
" critters " inside. This " typically 
English " something turned out to be 
a queue. At last, I thought, I can enjoy 
a few moments' peace whilst indulging 
in this favourite pastime of the house
wives. But no, another fellow comes 
up with a tray of chewing gum and says 
(yes, you guessed it) " Gum chum ? " 

At last I got the chance to have a 
looksee at the floodlit arena where the 
Barbecue proper was to be held. It 
was really something out of this world. 
Of course, I'd seen " Oklahoma," and 
have sat through my fair share of 
" Westerns" at the cinema, but this 
was the real thing ! 

Pretty soon I got to the head of the 
queue where winsome lassies in cowboy 
outfits (and Chelsea accents) began to 
add to the tray that I had collected on 
the way. First there was salad, then 
roast pork (flown from Texas to London 
Airport the previous day) — then 
followed other tasty morsels such as 
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Barbecue sauce, strawberries and cream 
and soft drinks. 

With a crowd of other folks who 
were now really getting into the spirit 
of things, I hustled around in search of 
a table. This proved quite a task, but 
by dint of keeping an eye on about four 
different places at once, a seat was 
observed and duly claimed. The meal 
was delicious ! 

An unrehearsed interlude was pro
vided by the unfortunate persons who 
rather lost their balance from their 
forms when their fellow diners suddenly 
left them high and dry to seek out 
something more than mere food for 
their night's entertainment. 

By the way, did you ever witness a 
Square Dance ? It's roughly the same 
as a Barn Dance, I'm told ! 

A circle was quickly formed, and 
volunteers called for. Gentle persuasion 
and other means were used to coax 
about a dozen persons into the centre, 
and after a few instructions and tips 
from the M.C. (I hope that's the right 
term) who, incidentally, rasped out the 
" changes " in a voice like a piece of 
coarse brown paper, using an accent 
as thick as the cigar that he chewed, 
some lively high-stepping was witnessed 

to such tunes as " Turkey in the Straw" 
and others whose names escape me. 
Admittedly, there were moments when 
confusion reigned ; but from the 
spectators' point of view it was a re
freshing change after the usual run of 
dances seen in the more sophisticated 
spots where the terpsichorean art runs 
riot. To the tuneful accompaniment of 
the fiddle and guitar this went on for 
quite some time, and those folk who 
weren't actually dancing themselves, 
beat out the rhythm with their hands. 
Such is the compelling influence of the 
Square Dance ! 

Then followed a spell around the 
huge campfire, and as the shades of 
the gathering dusk mingled with the 
night breeze that played around the 
tree-tops, the good old songs were 
sung. It's funny, but in that soft light 
of the campfire everyone sang with a 
reckless abandon, and really let it rip. 
What the singing lacked in technique— 
it made up for in volume. 

Summing up the evening—I would 
say that a flying visit to the " lone star 
state " can be lots of fun. Offhand, I 
can't think of a more pleasant way to 
spend a Friday evening. You must try 
it sometime ! 



Where is the Dutch custard powder ? 
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FOR four days at the beginning of 
July, one of the largest agricultural 
shows ever staged took place at Kidling-
ton some six miles outside Oxford. 
This was the annual show of the Royal 
Agricultural Society of England and 
was undoubtedly the largest of its kind 
in Europe. 

As readers of our last edition will 
remember, arrangements had been made 
for a few of the Pedigree Aberdeen 
Angus Stock from our Kinermony 
Herd to be brought down to take part 
in the " Royal." Four entries were 
made, but only three animals were able 
to travel when the time came, these 
comprised Pinocchio of Gaidrew, one 
of our stock Bulls, Prona's Pride, 
a previous prize-winning cow and 
Elimony of Kinermony one of the young 
heifers. Prona's Pride had calved 
just prior to the show and was to be 
seen with her calf at foot. 

It is not often that representatives 
of our northern farms approach so 
near to London and in fact this was the 
first occasion on which any of our 
attested stock had been brought south 
of the border. A party of visitors was 
organised so as to take advantage of 
the unusual opportunity presented by 

the nearness of the show to our head
quarters. 

The Royal Show is held at a different 
place each year, and many months of 
preparation are entailed to produce 
an exhibition on such a grand scale. 
This was the third time that the Royal 
Show had visited Oxford, and it is per
haps interesting to record how the 
dimensions of the show have grown 
since the first of the annual shows of 
the Royal Agricultural Society of 
England took place at the same town 
one hundred and eleven years ago. 
The entries in 1839 amounted to 247 
animals and 54 implements of varying 
kinds. At the recent exhibition more 
than 4,000 animals were to be seen and 
some 700 stands were concerned with 
displaying various types of farm mach
inery. In 1950 the catalogue of live
stock alone comprised a volume over 
one inch thick printed on paper a shade 
larger than that used for the " Journal." 
Farm implements formed an additional 
volume of much tne same size. 

The Aberdeen Angus Breed of Beef 
Cattle had entries numbering over 100 
and we were naturally gratified to see 
Pinocchio with a first prize in his class. 
Many of those who called to look upon 
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Pinocchio of Gaidrew. 

him in his stall, were amazed at his 
size—he is certainly a regal looking 
gentleman weighing around 19 cwt., 
with a magnificent head and a silky 
glistening coat. There were many 
estimates at his girth measurements, 
the average guess appearing to fall 
around the 15 ft. mark ! He appeared in 
the pink of condition—on reflection 
there is something wrong about this, 
because he is, of course, jet black from 
head to tail. It is perhaps interesting 
to record that he has appeared in three 
Royal Highland Shows and has never 
failed to win a first prize. 

The Ministry of Food sponsored an 
exhibit showing the carcase types 
produced by the various breeds of sheep 
commonly found in these islands. This 
was most instructive and is indicative 
of the steps being taken behind the 
scenes to improve carcase quality, a 
point perhaps often overlooked by those 
not in touch with the farming com
munity. 

Also on view was a demonstration 
of the manufacture of Cheddar, 

Cheshire and other well-known varieties 
of English cheese. This attracted a 
great deal of attention from the J.S. 
contingent. At one stage I caught a 
glimpse of three well-known figures 
standing watching the performance with 
rapt attention and fixed gaze. One of the 
girls was patting up some butter in the 
early stages of the cheese manufactur
ing processes. She was holding the 
beater and slice in the opposite hand 
to the posture usually adopted. One 
of cur party, completely oblivious of 
the surroundings, was heard to remark 
sotto voce, " Don't do it like that Miss, 
put it in the other hand." 

In charge of the animals at the show 
were Peter Forbes and Donald Geddes, 
whom we were both pleased to meet, 
Mr. Forbes has taken an active part in 
selecting foundation stock for herds 
which are now famous in Scotland and 
few, if any men, have greater knowledge 
or better judgment of breed cattle. 
We might also have met Mr. William 
Donald but for the fact that he was on 
the sick list. 
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K I T C H E N 

C O U N S E L 

Contributions invited 
IT is by no means easy to write an 
article every two months which will 
hold the interest of our readers but 
there must be a host of subjects which 
are of general concern and on which 
we should all like to air our views. 

We cannot all be journalists, but 
most of us are able to write a letter. 
Imagine therefore that I am your 
correspondent and send me a chatty 
letter on your problems, on new ways 
of making the home cheerful, on how 
you managed to amuse the babies on 
busy days, how you renovated those 
curtains which really are on their last 
legs (or should it be " rings " ?) and 
how you got through the day with its 
cleaning, shopping, planning meals, 
cooking and mending, washing and 
ironing. What a formidable array ! 
When set out like that, it doesn't seem 
that the housewife has much leisure, 
particularly when one realises that many 
wives have jobs outside the home too ! 

How do you fit it all in ? Do you 
manage to get out in the evenings ? 
"All work and no play makes Jack a 
dull boy " and I am sure that adage 
also applies most emphatically to the 
" lady of the house." 

" Leaving the babies " is one problem 
and we cannot all afford " baby-sitters " 
(even if they are available). How then 
do you manage ? Does grandma live 
near by—do you " give an eye " to a 
neighbour's child when she goes out, in 

return for a similar service on those, 
unfortunately, rare occasions when you 
and hubby can see a film or go to a 
play together ? 

The past few years have been difficult 
ones for most women. Purchasing 
power has been curtailed, goods, 
although more plentiful than in war 
years, have been expensive and still are 
scarce and it has been the woman's 
job to see just how far the money 
would go. There must have been a 
hundred and one things on which small 
but effective economies have been 
carried out. The readers of this page 
would like to hear about them. 

When we have difficulties, it would 
take very little observation to perceive 
others around us whose troubles are 
far worse than our own. When looked 
at in this way it is amazing how in
significant some of our worries seem. If 
you think " Kitchen Counsel" can 
advise or be helpful, or if you think 
your experience would help others, 
please do drop us a line. 

The Editorial Dept. is very anxious 
that the JOURNAL shall be looked upon 
as your own paper and it is our desire 
that this feature shall be one of those 
which will have a special place in those 
few moments when you can relax and 
read what other members of the J.S. 
staff-family is doing. 

Won't you send your contribution to 
the Woman's page ? 
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Home-made Wines 
IF you cannot save enough sugar to make 
preserves why not make some home-made 
wines ? Made now they will be ready in a 
few months to serve on special occasions. 
Here are three well-tried recipes. 

Orange Wine 
6 oranges 3 gallon of boiled cold water 
1 lemon 15 lbs. loaf sugar 
Cut the fruit into quarters and pour the 
water over them, leave for 12 days, stirring 
well each day. Then strain through a linen 
cloth. 
Add the sugar and let it stand for 24 hours 
after which pour into a stone jar. Cover 
the jar with paper, cutting a slit in the top 
to allow the gases to escape. 
After two months it may be bottled and is 
then ready for use. 
This wine improves with keeping. 

Potato Wine 
1 qt. of small potatoes Rind of one small 
1 lb. Demerara sugar orange 
1 lemon 3 gallon of water 
Peel the potatoes and cut them in half, 
add to the water and bring to the boil. 
Boil for 5 minutes only. 
Pour the boiling liquid through a sieve on 
to the sugar, return to the pan and boil for 
half an hour with the sliced lemon and the 
orange peel. Strain and let it stand to cool. 
Pour into bottles but cork very lightly until 
fermentation has ceased. 
Tighten the corks and store for 6 months. 
This wine is very potent. 

Ginger Wine 
1 lb. sugar 1 oz. root ginger 
1 lemon 3 oz. sultanas 
1 orange 3 oz. isinglass 
3 gallon of water 1 teaspoonful yeast 
Boil together, the water, orange and lemon 
rinds, ginger, sultanas and sugar. 
After 50 minutes boiling strain off the 
liquid. Add the fruit juice and when luke
warm add the isinglass and the yeast, the 
latter spread on a piece of toast and floated 
on the liquid. 
Leave to ferment for one month and then 
bottle. 

Chocolate Biscuits 
4 ozs. margarine 
4 ozs. sugar 
i teaspoonful baking powder 
1 small egg 
8 ozs. flour 
2 ozs. chocolate powder 

Cream fat and sugar, add egg ; sift in 
flour, chocolate, and baking-powder ; mix 
well. Stand in cool place 15 minutes, roll 
out, prick, cut into rounds ; bake in 
moderate oven about 15 minutes. When 
cold, place two together with jam and coat 
with chocolate water icing. 

Chocolate Water Icing 
i lb. icing sugar 
1 good teaspoonful cocoa 
Vanilla 
Boiling water 

Sieve icing sugar, add about 1 tablespoonful 
boiling water to cocoa, and mix well ; add 
dissolved cocoa to icing sugar and sufficient 
boiling water to make a coating consistency; 
stir well. Use at once. 

Ginger Biscuits 
i lb. self-raising flour 
Pinch of salt 
1 teaspoonful ground ginger 
J teaspoonful mixed spice 
1 teaspoonful bicarbonate of soda 
2 level tablespoonfuls golden syrup 
2 ozs. margarine 

Sieve flour, salt, soda, ginger and spice 
into a bowl. Put margarine and golden 
syrup into a small saucepan and gently 
warm this. When margarine has melted, 
make a well in the middle of the flour 
mixture, put it in and stir all together. 
Knead it lightly then pinch off pieces the 
size of walnuts and roll these into little 
balls. 
Put them well apart on baking-sheets, set 
in a fairly hot oven and bake for 10 to 12 
mins., Regulo Mark 6, electricity 425 deg.F. 
Let them stand for 2 minutes when you 
take them out of the oven, then with a 
knife lift off on to a wire cake tray to cool. 
This amount of flour makes about 20 bis
cuits and if stored in an airtight tin, they 
should keep for about a week. 
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Our Oldest Customer ? . . . Mrs. Barnes, age 98, who shops regularly at our branch in 
High Street, Ealing 
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On the subject 

AS far as I was aware, until in a fit of 
perhaps misguided enthusiasm I decided 
to look into the matter, there were no 
more than four kinds of fly to annoy 
mankind, viz. : 

(1) The common house fly 
(2) The blow fly, mentally classified 

by myself as :— 
(a) the dingy blue-bottle, and 
(b) its more attractive or—de

pending on which way you 
look at it—more repellent 
brother, the " shiny green 
kind." 

(3) The Daddy-long-legs, the one 
that has the habit of leaving its 
leg behind if you are quick enough 
to get hold of it while the owner 
is looking elsewhere. 

and (4) The spoiler-of-summer-picnics-
by the river, the mosquito. 

Numbers 2 and 4 buzz, No. 2 having 
a low-pitched note, aiid No. 4 a high-
pitched warning device with an audible 
range of about a yard, which probably 
explains why, when they bite the ankles, 
one doesn't know about it until after
wards. Nos. 1 and 3 have a very 
efficient silencing system. 

of FLIES 
Except for the fact that Nos. 1-4 

inclusive, by means of an ingenious 
device fitted to the under-carriage, can 
land and take-off, on and from any 
known position including the upside-
down, with practically no run-way 
needed, my knowledge of these insects 
was, to say the least of it, sketchy. 

It started in the usual way—the odd 
half-hour library browsing, and in no 
time at all I found myself immersed in 
the horrifying details. I first absorbed 
the fact that, to my astonishment, no 
fewer than 50,000 species have been 
isolated, of which no less than 25,000 
have been found in this country. Hither
to, four have been quite enough for me 
to get along with (or without), and 
having been shocked by this revelation 
and sundry other facts concerning their 
somewhat unsavoury habits, my dis
taste for these creatures now knows no 
bounds. Flies and me just don't get on 
any more, and if there are two of us in 
the room at the same time, one of us 
has to go, and what is more, I am 
prepared to lay a shade of odds that 
having studied the subject at any length 
you too would feel much the same about 
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the Order Muscudae, to give them their 
more distinguished title. 

"" To understand how the fly lives, 
moves, and has its being, it is necessary 
to know something of the manner in 
which its body is built up. . . ." So 
says my informative little booklet, and 
follows up with an absolute fund of 
information accompanied by diagram
matic sections which remind me irresist
ibly of Lmmetfs little men in Punch. 
The reader is informed that whereas a 
normal insect e.g., the butterfly and 
the grasshopper has two pairs of 
wings, the house lly has only one pair. 
the other pair having been reduced 
merely to the form of stumps known as 
balancers. This, to my mind, does not 
seem to hamper him at all he seems 
to manage quite nicely, thank you very 
much. The head devotes itself about 
')()"„ to the business of seeing, the 
remaining 10"„ being taken up with the 
business of eating. The major portion 
of the head comprises a pair of large 
compound eyes—each being composed 
of about 4,000 faceted individual eyes 
which together produce, apparently, a 
single, somewhat blurred image, and 
not lots of little ones. One's imagination 
at this stage runs riot and inquires :— 

(a) how the owner of these strange 
optics manages on the morning-
aftcr-t he-night-before, and 

(b) how the National Health peo
ple would set about curing an 
astigmatism. 

However, back to reality. Not 
satisfied with this equipment we now 
find that between these two searchlights 
are set, in addition, three single eyes ; 
in the case of the male (the shifty type 
obviously) set close together, and in the 
case of the female (wide-eyed and 
inn scent) a goodish distance apart. On 
the subject of the other function of the 
head, the mouth is an interesting little 
feature, having been modified by nature 
and in accordance with the workshop 
diagrams, to form a retractable hose
pipe worked by compressed air, with 

which the owner can either blow or 
suck at will, but not both at the same 
time. Contrary to popular opinion the 
house fly—the commonest of the species 
- -cannot bite as can his cousin the 
stable fly, which I now consider is about 
all that can be said in his favour. He 
manages to scrape a meal together by 
sucking up liquid food through the 
hose-pipe, or, if this method does not 
happen to be convenient, by dissolving 
the food first and sucking it up after
wards. Which, when one considers 
how careless he is about the company-
he keeps, not to mention his varied 
diet, is a pretty nauseating habit. 

Another carefully thought out way in 
which he manages to contaminate 
everything with which he comes in 
contact is by the extremely luxuriant 
crop of hair bristles to be found, if you 
look hard enough, on each of his six 
legs and feet. Again, being a little 
careless in its choice of landing grounds 
. . . the point need not, I think, be 
laboured. Lest 1 be misunderstood, I 
make it clear that the foregoing remarks 
apply equally forceably to the *' she " 
of the species. 

The house fly, reading on, completes 
a complete metamorphosis in its de
velopment from egg to airborne, as it 
were. 

The fly lays the egg, the jgg turns 
to the larvae, popularly (or unpopularly) 
known as a maggot, which in turn 
turns to the pupa, the chrysalis stage, 
from which emerges in due course the 
fully-grown fly. Fully grown, mark 
you ; flies do not grow up, they are 
born that size, and those little ones you 
see are not the younger generation but 
the lesser house fly ! The whole opera
tion can be ccmpleted, given the right 
climatic conditions, in eight or nine 
days. Fourteen days later the second 
generation may be depositing eggs, and 
so on, and it does not need much 
imagination to appreciate how un
comfortable it would be in a short space 
of time if nothing were done about it. 

For the statistical minded, and with 
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the knowledge that a single female fly 
can produce six hundred to a thousand 
eggs in a lifetime, it is interesting to note 
that, assuming they all survived, if the 
progeny of a single pair of flies which 
became on speaking terms during the 
early part of the summer, were collected 
together at the end of the cricket 
season, they would occupy the space of 
about quarter of a million cubic feet— 
in other words you'd have a job to get 
them all in fifty tramcars which is— 
usually where I wake up screaming. 

Other data which may or may not be 
of interest, includes the fact that flies 
have been known to travel for over a 
mile, and have been met with at altitudes 
exceeding 80 feet. Given a stiffish breeze, 
or with the help of the British Railways, 
I would imagine, however, that their 
range must be practically unlimited. 

One enlightened investigator went to 
the trouble of checking the proportion 
of house flies to other flies, and he 
records, believe it or not, that of about 
35,000 specimens caught on four fly
papers, 90% present were the ordinary 
house flies, the remainder being a 
sprinkling of lesser house flies, blue
bottles, wasps, bees, and an assorted 
collection of bric-a-brac. To me, the 
astonishing thing is that anybody could 
get 35,000 flies on four flypapers ; 
their size, of course, was not stipulated, 
but I should think it represents a fair 
haul. 

There are several known ways of 
contending with the menace—a fly-
swatter in the form of the accepted 
marketed version, or perhaps the more 
popular rolled up Radio Times. Then 
there is, of course, that wonder of 
wonders, D.D.T., with which we are 

now going to the trouble of painting 
the fixtures and upper parts of the 
lamps in the branches. This practice is 
considered very bad form by the flies as 
it renders untenable one of their most 
coveted playgrounds—added to which 
it finishes them off before they have 
had an opportunity to wind up their 
affairs. 

Of the less lethal forms of combating 
the menace, there are, of course, the 
normal protective coverings, numbered 
among which we must include, of course, 
leno muslin, beekeepers' veils, both 
reasonably effective in their separate 
fields. A number of somewhat Heath 
Robinson ideas have recently been 
forthcoming for dealing with the prob
lem, not the least of which are the new 
hygienic counter covers which on 
unreliable information we are told are 
made from ladies' mackintoshes left in 
public conveyances. They should short
ly be completed by the appropriate 
yellow band notice requesting the flies 
to keep on the outside only. 

Above all, the best method of attack 
is undoubtedly to get rid of the garbage, 
which is their love and delight as a 
breeding ground. 

Well, I don't know about you, but I 
have had just about enough of this. 
As it says in the little book : " It would 
appear almost presumptuous to say 
anything about the habits of house 
flies, and the reader's indulgence is 
requested." Sufficient to add, the fewer 
of the wretched things there are, the 
better. 

Footnote : " Where do they go in 
the winter-time ? " did I hear some-one 
say ? Thank heavens most of the little 
blighters perish. 

Swattitor Else 

^% 
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CANK STREET, LEICESTER 
THESE photographs of our additional 
premises, show some interesting fea
tures; above, note the Holoplast-fronted 
moveable counter with the refrigerated 
dairy cabinet and the new Perspex coun
ter screens ; below, the price-ticketed 
grocery section (which is shortly to 

become a standard feature, though not 
necessarily in exactly the form shown) and 
the narrow-topped service counter-rail. 
This extra accommodation, which com
municates with our existing premises 
at the rear is greatly appreciated by 
both customers and staff at Leicester. 
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Happy Mioiidmu 
Snapshot €ompi*titmn I 

\ 
\ 

Send in your happiest holiday snapshot for a \ 
cash prize. Entries should be addressed to f 
the Editor, J.S. Journal, Stamford House. • 
Stamford Street. S.E.I. Name and address j 
should be written on reverse of photoeraphs [ 

\ 
to ensure their return. j 

) 
| 

) C'l.OKIlVU DATK POIl K.YTIIIKX. 1st <M TOItl . l t j 

The winner of our last competition (see page 20 of 
No. 3, Vol. 3 of the Journal) was, we have pleasure 
in recording, our old friend, Miss Kessel (now Mrs. 
Samuels) who sent in the nearest to correct solution. 

You will be interested to know the names, which were as follows, reading 
from left to right :— 

Back row : Goss, WOODWARD, DUDMAN, RAVENIIILL. 

Centre : SALISBURY, ROGERS, HILL. 

Front : PIGOTT, SHAW, YOUNGER, HILLS, BACON, RLLVES (standing). 
The year ? about A.D. 1925 ! 

Owing to lack of space, " About people you know" has been omitted from 
this issue. Full details will appear in our next number. 

K.J.L., Hopton St., S.I .1 
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